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BACKGROUND
• Scapholunate advanced collapse (SLAC) affects 55% of

patients with osteoarthritis of the wrist.
• Surgical treatment options for Stage II SLAC include

radioscapholunate fusion with distal scaphoidectomy
(RSL+DSE), four-corner fusion with complete scaphoidectomy
(4-CF), and proximal row carpectomy (PRC).

• There is limited data directly comparing the biomechanical
effects of these techniques.

PURPOSE
• Evaluate the biomechanical effects of RSL+DSE, 4-CF, and

PRC compared to the native wrist.
• Evaluate and compare ROM, contact area, contact force, and

contact pressure after each simulated procedure.

METHODS
• Cadaveric specimens were evaluated with plain radiographs

and a dorsal ligament sparing capsulotomy.

• Biomechanical analysis of 10 cadaveric wrist specimens was
performed under 4 conditions—native wrist, RSL+DSE, 4-CF,
and PRC.

• Each simulated procedure was performed
sequentially using K-wire fixation.

1. Radioscapholunate fusion with
distal scaphoidecotmy (RSL+DSE)

2. Four-corner fusion with complete
scaphoidectomy (4-CF)

3. Proximal row carpectomy (PRC)

– ROM Testing –
• All measurements were made using

a wrist-specific goniometer.

• Flexion/extension was obtained by
fixing a 1.5 kg weight to the 3rd

metacarpal head.

• Radial/ulnar deviation was obtained by
fixing a 1.5 kg weight to the 2nd and 4th

metacarpal heads, respectively.

– Mechanical Loading –
• Pressure sensitive film (Fujifilm Prescale, Tokyo, Japan) was

placed within radiocarpal joint (native wrist, PRC, 4-CF) or
capitolunate joint (native wrist, RSL+DSE).

• Mechanical loading system (MTS 858) with a 445N load cell
(Honeywell, Columbus, Ohio) was used to apply a force to the 3rd

metacarpal in a direction collinear to the radius/ulnar until a 35N
reaction force was recorded by the load cell.

• The contact area and pressure were measured using a standard
software package (ImageJ/Fiji).

– Statistics–
• One-way ANOVA and Tukey-multiple comparison using

Graphpad. Post-hoc power analysis revealed 8 cadavers needed
to detect a significant difference in ROM of 5° and contact
pressure of 0.1 Mpa.

RESULTS
Figure 1 There was a statistically 
significant decrease in extension in 
the RSL+DSE and 4-CF simulated 
groups compared to the native wrist 
while there was an increase in ulnar 
deviation in the PRC group compared 
to the RSL+DSE and 4-CF groups.

Figure 2 There was a statistically significant increase in carpal
forces in the 4-CF and PRC groups compared to the native wrist.
This difference was also seen when looking at carpal pressures.

CONCLUSION
• Compared to the native wrist: RSL+DSE results in mild loss of

ROM but no change in carpal pressures. 4-CF results in
decreased ROM and increased carpal pressures. PRC
maintains ROM but increases carpal pressures.

• Based on our data, one may consider the use of RSL+DSE in
the treatment of Stage II SLAC given the overall favorable
ROM profile and decreased carpal forces.

• Surgeons can consider the addition of a triquetrectomy to
further improve ROM as previously described.

• This study provides a context for understanding the results of
future clinical studies.
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